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Abstract
Creation myths Formation of the universe and life, Appearing in the sky and earth, the sea and the creatures and
portrays of a man. Gods of Greek and Egyptian mythology, Roman, Persian, Chinese and Japanese, and Africans in the
world often differ, and even the image of the gods and the forces of good and evil are different but common to all of
these myths is that the sort of clever thinking and looking for questions that tradition offers is various. Interestingly,
mythology and myth formation attempt to prove that gods in different traditions and beliefs are considered mythical
entities.
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1. Introduction
Are not the disciples and believers never doubt about the
fact it does not fit However, that this narrative If the odds
are stacked And the incredibly absurd to have a . (13/371)
Evolution Myth
Hindi gods
After the Vedic period, from the sixth century BC. In the
second century AD. In India there was a huge variety of
intellectual currents, including streams, Aph Nyshdha
addition, the rise of Buddhism as a separate religion and
Jane who seek salvation, Charvakh other rituals that are
significant to theology and to maintain the authenticity
and origin and deny the Resurrection and the ritual
emergence Svdyvh third Kryshnh Bhagvth the topic
monotheism and faith and love and affection, which is
believed to worship Shiva, the mortal's world. (11/190
and 191)
India has enormous power and importance of faith in
such a situation is not any other country, the Indians
came over to foreign governments neck, because that has
not changed for those who, on their own or alien rule or
exploitation of their works, but the fundamental problem
of religion, not politics. After Buddha's death, there were
eighteen schools of Buddhism. But Buddhism across
northern India and Tibet and Inner Mongolia, China,
Japan, was introduced, Mahayana, or "great Arab  "ەwas
called. Mahayana Buddhism the gods and the Asvrh of
Brahman, and modify the software. The ceremony, which

was embodied in the Hindu heaven, on earth as it is
Yazydnd.
Although the general acceptance of God and miracles and
myths and Buddhism Mahayana Buddhism was the loss of
patience and Brahman Egyptian kings down through
support again captured.
Code of Brahman, Buddha, Allah said (to the Avtr
Vishnu) and the return of the prodigal easy and thus put
an end to animal sacrifice, Buddhism slowly closed after
thousands of years of erosion of India depart.
Religion "Hinduism" Buddhism took place, which was not
only a religion, but a combination of faith and the faith of
his followers had four common characteristics.
1. Brahmh leadership class system to recognize;
2. Cattle, especially as established His divine dignity;
3. The law of karma and reincarnation and
transmigration of souls had accepted;
4. Vedic gods and new gods had to do it over.
Hinduism Gods features an exaggerated anatomical view
of the body as vague and mysterious or supernatural
powers embodying knowledge and effort, they say, a new
13
Brahma 'four' faces and Katykyh "Six" and Her "three"
eyes and Indra "thousands" of some of the gods, "four"
were involved in the collection and Brahma, the gods had
given server. Hindu trinity of Brahma and Vishnu and
Shiva and form a trinity.
The greatest manifestation of the love of God Vishnu
and Krishna he was because he was born in the prison of
his own greatness, and things appeared strange and
wonderful.
Hindus consider the three processes are important in
life: creation, maintenance and destruction. Brahma the
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creator, Vishnu, preservatives and three other eloquent
another devastating.
Worship Shiva, one of the most ancient and profound
and frightening rituals of the Hindu god Shiva is
14
fundamentally wrong and ruin and they embody all that
is wrong with the fact that the universe itself is, like all
cells, organisms, thought, and the individual can destroy
planets.
She created the songs, the dances, go and open the
Javdan ەemerge.
The ritual death penalty birth, birth is the failure
death and destruction is the secret of God, He thought of
Hinduism, displays Tndab lust and reproduction. In some
parts of India, the power of nature as creators and
15th
producers of Shiva or "Kali"
wife of Shiva show. Her
picture is on the front of the black board and come up
with mouth open and tongue adorned with patients, the
dancing dead, dead, her earrings, a string of skulls
Grdnbndsh bloodied face and chest, and the series is
truncated, two other hand, is open to the blessing and
support. Mother and daughter Cali Alahh Parvty the
destruction and death can be nice, too cruel, too, can
laugh, even kill.
Some of the gods of India, rather than the process of
God calling them evil, and some of the trends before God,
angels or celestial bodies like the sun. (20/574 to 580)
Buddhists believe in prayer and worship of the gods and
sacrificial ceremonies are superfluous and not natural
law, God of power in the capture and arrest of rotation.
Once again, they could not gather all the gods of
stationary laws of nature into your duct run, stellar
rotation laws such as garlic and rain shower, steam and
corrosive properties of cold ice and fire, and many other
laws could not even day Prayer and Praise be changed. All
but a handful of Tndys·h are adorned with wood and
metal. Because man is good, and the fruit will be good,
the bad, the Badafrh he is not bad but the gods are not
involved. What appears to be a man of his own, and as
such thought. Many problems will unfold. (24/228, 229)
Mallhnd ancient Indian philosophy on the books, states:
Indians knew that the eternal God has no beginning and
mighty and wise and innocent, and the book Gita, in a
conversation between "Sdyv" and "Various organic" is the
phrase Shipping is:
"I am beginning all beings are not and never will I start
my birth and does not end in death and criminal intent
reward for their work and I do not have a class. Each of
your creatures, anyone who knows me these traits, Hajati
is necessary for survival, and have given me imitation is
the characters who do not bother to greed, in that case,
the classification The legs are easy to open and release
him. »
These statements relate to the philosophy that says a
person must be able to measure, is God. (4/35 to 37)
According to this philosophy, that kings and heroes took a
step on the way to human happiness and the happiness
they took things serious and important and marvel tasks
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are trying to God, in, and can be to God, the stage up
gods that justify.
Alamm experiences in the book states that "the bottom
of the pan Yysm" India and Iran sees the divine in every
human being. (32, C 6/189)
Development of mythology, philosophy, Upanishads
and the Buddha's teachings are influenced by the
traditions and customs of the country for the first time in
the Buddhist theory of education. In Buddhist mythology,
the narrative of the historical and spiritual manifestation
of the Buddha and Buddhist traditions that puts the
former gods and beliefs, connect Hindi is examined. The
Sun does encounter with Buddhism in ancient India, it
competed with the characteristics and changes of the
Buddhist mythology to be more complex.
Many of the stories are taken from the stories of
Buddha's previous lives, called Jatg·h (Jataka) Evolution is
supposed to represent the Buddha and moral aspects of
the visual embodiment of the soul of another. (8/244)
Remote tribal beliefs and myths, beliefs and legends of
India before the Aryan and the Dravidian people older
than the second millennium BC, are back. Dravidian tribes
scattered in India's first Hindi Zadan sabalan canvas that
within the years 4000 to 2500 BC found their way to India
and the Indian territory of the brilliant creator of
civilization in the Indus River Valley (Indus) There were, in
other words, the philosophical heritage of India was
influenced by two sources: first, the origin of the Aryan
Vedic and Indo-European culture before the arrival of
Aryans in transplants and the autochthonous culture that
existed in the Indus valley.
People worship gods Dravidian people were farmers,
and they were somehow connected with fertility and
fertility.
Svarkarany Aryan warrior and charioteer were agile,
sword dancers, and these features were quickly defeated
Dravydyan. Aryans dark color, light color, and of course
people win Dravydyan culture were revealed. Unlike the
nomadic Aryans had not settled Dravydyan. Our
knowledge of the Aryan gods from the hymns of the
Vedas is known that about 800 years before Christ, had
been set. When setting the Aryan gods Vedas Vedic
mythology, but also lost its original form was a strain of
ethics. (The 12/15)
So the rider Aryans were able to domesticate horses
and the horses in their battle to win over local people,
this has caused, the notion of demons and giants of the
same animals to create in the minds of indigenous
peoples, the natives believed, Aryan giants and Dave
harness and take advantage of them or they are gods who
are riding this monster can be thought of Persian
mythology.
Books on Indian mythology has been one of the gods
of the Aryans "Varuna Varuna "Guardians of the rule of
law and the other gods of the Aryans and the Vedas have
more respect for a few songs dedicated to him. Varuna
hymns in the early universe and the creator is Dravrnd ە
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movement in space, its power, standing and 'Maya Maya
"Application of the sun, the three worlds of heaven,
earth, and travels to the middle of it. In one of his
creations embodied in these hymns Varuna "is
everywhere, and oversees everything with your eyes like
the sun. »
Varuna in the story "The Golden Palace live thousand
and thousands of pillars and the door itself is in heaven
with his supervisors, the world is watching. "The story of
the horizon and the sun every day on the bank of Varuna
House and see the world through their reports Varuna.
Varuna's role in the traditions of creativity, moral role as
"Maya" truth and justice he is the diagnostic procedure
and the role of Varuna, the arbiter of good and evil to his
creatures. Varuna creatures behave with "Rita," the
regulations for the unknown creatures (the Avesta word
of Arta Arta Be remembered that the law firm is thereby
sustained. ) Evaluates to punish rebellious. Varuna the
only official and the songs "Veda" is not sustainable over
the duties of the Lord shall be transferred gradually to
other gods.
Varuna the God of Gods greatest in the first three
(Varuna, Mitra and Ryaman) is. Mitra, Varuna at this stage
is more or less similar to the errors of the Mortals he kills
a man in the eyes of both God's forgiveness.
But with the power to rule the realm of Mitra and
Varuna experience and judgment to guard day and
Varuna, Mitra gradually becomes a night guard. Ryaman
divine gifts of the God of heaven, which is the origin of
these songs, the moon and the sun and the winds and
waters and seasons.
In the second phase transformation, as Varuna, Gods
trilogy "Dytyas Adityas "God is not increased and their
role will be split between the state symbol of the sun in
twelve years. (Same as 16/17)
It can therefore be assumed that the gods were Aryan
gods were at their peak after a Hindi period of time to
find new forms of expression or function are altered, such
as during the pre-Aryan deity Mitra Moqtaderi not after
the decline of Varuna, the god of day has become, in the
Aryan and Zoroastrian mythology, the god of Aryan sundial, which is powerful to watch. Role in shaping the
myths and gods of mythology and the gods of the Aryan
Hindi is perfectly sensible.
1.

Egyptian Gods

In ancient Egyptian mythology, Osiris is one of the major
deities of the Egyptian deities are complex, and each tribe
has its own special god of the species of an animal, bird,
or simply embodied idol. The images obtained from these
gods, the Louvre Museum is saved, it is the men who
carved totem Grzy or have to sit in the hawks and they
are tribal gods. The gods Ansannd some form of animal
with the human form of warfare weapons that are later
gradually transformed images or a combination of both
animals and humans have taken.
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In the myth of Osiris mentioned that he had dark skin, a
beautiful face and tall, more than all men. The god father,
"Gb" resigned and went to heaven, the King of Egypt
Osiris as a meeting place and as (the god of the dead)
were worshiped. Here on the cosmological interpretation
of the myth of Osiris is that he dies as a vegetable soul is
born again and Nmvdgar continuous corn and vines and
trees. He is the ebb and flow of the Nile is like the sun at
dusk and dawn brighter sacrificed to radiation. Osiris was
the god of nature, the spirit of the plants at harvest and
during harvest sprouting grains while the man was alive.
(34/14 to 30)
Egyptians have made several myths about the
creation of the world that did not pay much attention to
how it is created, however, the remnants of some of
these poems is that they are back human Creator of Ra to
the creator of all things. Knew Ptah. Fundamental
principles of theology Ptah creates everything that
thoughts come from the heart of Ptah know that their
language is, in fact, is the creation of thought or Logos.
(14/81)
2. Babylonian gods
In Babylon, the Babylonian god named Baal (Bell Bel ),
Which replaced the old Marduk, praise and hymns to the
Sumerian religion was called two thousand years ago in
the era before Christianity existed. The two goddesses
called "its mouth I š tar "And" Nana Nanai "The Sumerian
goddess had been worshiped. Nana goddess cult in
prehistoric times, the time had come to Transoxiana, he
had a temple in the city of Nisa and Goddesses Temples
The ancient rituals were held, including prostitution.
Babylonian beliefs influence of planets on human destiny
and the world. During the Parthian and Babylonian
astronomy was important and difficult decisions
astronomy was also a center for astronomical studies.
(12/103, 104)
As was observed in addition to the mythology natural
motif abstract concepts are also applied so that the gods
too are human sins and the wonderful work of creation
and the supernatural as they are responsible for the
creation or existence of comes should act or practice
which in any case would be that of a gods existence and
configuration of all the affairs of some of their handling.
These forms myths or to recite poems or paintings or
statues from ancient times to the left and Pykrynh have it
written in their time of ancient gods and what is not set
instead of the Hazaras That may be too recent to be cited,
however, it repeats the myth that there is one thing
absolutely certain returns and the mythology of early
humans is undeniable that in the halo of illusions afsaneh
Human imagination is complicated and time that has
been blurred and ambiguous.
3. Greek Gods
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When the initial Avlmpy gods, and worshiped all the
respect they were better together until the power came
sects and adherence and this led Zeus was the god
creates a separation between the political and tribal and
impossible unitarianism will. In ancient Greece, the family
god was dedicated in his name constantly burning stove
and the food and wine before the meal was dedicated to
him, marriage, and death for the Fire even had to be
done.
Thus every tribe and people and the city had a specific
gods, eg: "Tnh» god of Athens and "Dmtr" Alyvsys City of
God, "Hera" Seamus City of God, "Artemis" was put in the
middle of the city of God in the highest part of the city It
was the city god temple.
When the Greeks came out of the local limits of
religious imagination, mythology and was a member of
the Lord. For each of the aspects of Greek society and
nature, the earth and sky, joy and goodness and evil, or
the manifestation of God knew that the gods had human
bodies, and it is characteristic of the Greeks. No ethnic
people have imagined their gods so closely. Polytheism,
like the number of people living in polygamy was essential
to shave your God, the Christian saint of our times
together hundreds of the Mediterranean, more than God,
according to Christian and what attracts people gives the
comfort, saints and gods are humanoid, not a rational
concept of transcendent God.
About any of the gods, mythological origin story that
he had, on the occasion of his human and make them
shine. The mythology that was caused or made or from
local demands Badger would Poets beliefs, philosophy,
customs and history of ancient Greece created.
The mass gods were divided into seven groups:
1. Sky Gods: The Dark Lord comes back from mythology,
Uranus was the god of the sun as a god (Helios) and
Rain God (Zeus) and ran the other gods of the sky.
2. The gods: the God "Gaia" was the name of the
mother was patient and gracious God, a God who
also several springs (Mana Ndrvs) or the god of winds
(Bvryas) and other gods who ruled the Earth.
3. God of fertility: the strangest and most powerful
natural forces, the reproduction of a particular
religion to which the Greeks were those,
reproduction and fertility, they were related. The
gods "Dmitry" and "Dyvnvsvs" and "Hermes" who
were the male god and the image is displayed instead
of the remains of their penis.
4. Gods animals: some animals such as cows, snakes
were worshiped in the beginning of Greek history
and even the animals were gods among Alahh "Hera"
with eyes like cows, considered holy and sacred
serpents in Greek art, on Hermes and Apollo and
other gods bodies were seen.
5. Gods of the Earth "Pluto" was the god of death and
rebirth of the earth and the changing seasons, the
annual crop is taken from the mythology. Mvhshtryn
Greek gods, or caves and cracks in the basement
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floor and Greeks lived in those days they did not care
about them at night to meet their fears worship. God
was the most important criminals to "Zeus
Mylykhyvs" that God called good because they won
the title thanks to the evil side had offered ironic.
6. Gods, ancestors, or heroes: Greeks would be able to
do good and evil spirits to placate them knew their
victim and hero worship as a manifestation of racism
was dead. In Kvlvnvs, with the title of "oedipal" God
came to office in Sparta, "Helene" God found in the
database.
Elders and the gods could give eternal life to men and
beautiful women, and sometimes even fought among
themselves incarnation of God in human body, and it was
God's man and sometimes a woman between the gods
and men placed a link was the champion of sex - God was
created.
If fruit fusion "Zeus" with "Lkmnh", "Heracles" was.
That Greeks can not differentiate between men and gods
and Greek gods were made of their worshipers, and the
gods of the people that eternal assumed, but some of
them like "Dyvnvsvs" Hunt died.
7. Gods of Olympus: Olympus gods headed by "Zeus"
was the god of gods. Uranus and Kronos and the
other Titans were ahead of his time. Zeus and his two
brothers, who divided the world among themselves.
Draw on the sky as "Zeus" and the seas "Pvsydvn"
under ground "Hades."
In Greek mythology, the gods created the world, not the
world before the gods existed. Zadnd gods and humans
intermingled with each other in the beginning, then your
Bazadgan, men, sex, and hence believed that human
beings descended from the Gods. Gods omnipotence of
science and deception are not like humans and make
mistakes and God will limit the power of other gods, even
with their anti-arises. (20/197 to 202)
The ancient Greeks were more or less flat ground
plain, jagged and assert that it is far from the ocean, the
sky is a solid dome over the base rests on the shore,
covered with below Tatarvs evil spirits torture high has.
Sometimes the gods of Olympus, the residence of the sky
and mountains were thought sometimes. The creation of
a series of marriages and births would imagine: a
marriage of Uranus (Heaven) and Gaia (Earth) Avksanvs
its fruit (Ocean), who in turn was considered the father of
rivers and lakes.
The myth of meaningful, but often unreasonable, so
the Greeks would appeal to the House was quoted as
religious beliefs. Perhaps because of gravity and artistry
of the narrators or was that later spread throughout
Europe and has lasted for thousands of years in the
literature and culture of Europe and other parts of the
world, and the fundamental interests of the great
philosophical systems. (29/9 )
During the monarchy of Zeus, the man emerges, Zeus
is able to choose the right man knows Rvhmnd balance.
Prometheus, the Titan rebellion, which raises man from
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the mud and dirt and the password is not able to select
the right ambition and the earth is earthly, and
Prometheus - Titan for His creation that lives up to the fall
in the trap of banality Khsltsh is always ready, choice but
resorting to the soul, which is not given, it does not have
to seek and find all kinds of Kht ەlamp life of fire that even
wisdom revealed in the light of the spirit of the place is
kept rising and falling. Prometheus will not be able to
bring the light of the lamp, the flame of the spirit of the
protagonist is profitable, accessible to reason that the
Titans will have to steal souls, because Zeus, the Titan
rebellion flame bulbs have a good reason, not died.
Land Olympus, charts and ultimate goal is to develop a
fundamental desire (of life) humans acquire it.
Prometheus on His creation, only to be kidnapped by the
aid of fire, to give souls. But the fire Titan - Reason Taghy
inventory of dirt and mud that have been created solely
to the wishes and desires Tqdyrsh that is dependent on
the land.
Zeus of Prometheus as punishment for a crime that
does not Rbaynd ەfire, but that the spirit of the felony
counts against the banality of the man who created the
Prometheus and the fire clay flowers that are John
kidnapped They are an example of rebel Titan, corrupt,
and are zealous to go to hell.
After the fire is fully prepared to represent wisdom,
not just the clergy password "light" and sublimated
"heat", but ruin and password deviations (Quality
devastating fire) also has.
The first man to God, the fruits and the abundance of
material in the impurity Scraper fire, the victim and the
secret language related dreams that leave all the praise of
the earth. Passions that are destructive fires flame on the
mutants and humans will overcome evil Zdaynd  ەrebel-led
wisdom Krd ەproud of their ability to clever innovation
and creativity, and its counterpart, the gods consider
forgetting the spirit, and the vulgarity postal weaned .
Almpyan misconduct detrimental to the Titans - The
wisdom to know the offense, they sent a plague upon
mankind, which is the same Pandvr. She is the woman
who created an artificial and lacking in confidence, but
has benefited the most glamorous charm. Image Pandvr
Aghvagryst aware that people will remember when the
Spirit and of wisdom, illegitimate uses, is its victim. The
symbolic meaning is tempting the gods to give inspiration.
In the wake of the abduction of Zeus's fire, as this plague,
devastating and charmer has revealed.
Apart from lighting the fire to be enlightened and
guided by the spirit of wisdom did not fire, loses Bsyrtsh
in anticipation of the blind man and a dreamer, and then
another and does not know what is truly Useful The
predictions will turn against him and eventually created
his Kvrbynanh realizes that this creation is not only useful
but also dangerous and I feel guilty that pornography is
dismal seizure continues unabated and debauchery And it
is fun and it will appear Pandvr. When the brothers
Prometheus "epithelial drill" is not what comes to mind.
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Epithelial boring, stupid and vulgar sense key idea is
lacking, the only apparent benefit fleeting dreams and
fantasies, to guide them. Rsannd ەdrill has the same
meaning epinephrine that Pandvr.
According to the myth, Prometheus, which is so far
the gift of Zeus - Prometheus spirit which he considers
not representative of the nature of justice, is despair. The
Prometheus - Reason proud, but refuses to accept Pandvr
Ramsay brothers Prometheus "epithelial drill" is to lure
people in and out of the pie is so horrific disaster that has
charmed and deceived into accepting the glorious gift.
Epithelial drill Pandvr Wedding closes and thus get
married, nothing but self-abandonment, decay and not
deviate.
This means that the myth narrated story with cans
Pandvr brings his gift for someone who is attracted to
her, pointed out that the distortions of the cans have
come.
Pandvr in celebration of his marriage, the canister
opens and all Rzayl run it, and are spread around the
world. (Marital relationship between epithelial Pandvr
drills, such as making token seductive myth of Jewish
descent who deceived man, Adam, mankind password
disposition to get the nascent or initial.)
Although Prometheus Pandvr surrender, but the
Qvbyt not escape the punishment. Kind of gift boxes that
previously Qvbyt Qbayh and fled Khbays it has set.
Epithelial drill the Prometheus is the reason that the
rebellion fails Corbin is detachable. The myth of the two
brothers, the Titans, the only distinction is the identity.
Following the spirit of Prometheus, punished, and the
punishment, and not fall down, because Prometheus to
the rock and tilt the ground Woman suede and creator of
the Titans (humans err code) that the land is dry and
barren, chained, tortured and oppressed every day,
because the voice of a spirit that becomes horrific
torture, as long as there is sin, becomes a torturer Eagle
Call of the Spirit.
Heracles Prometheus created man - Champion and
Zfrmnd the esoteric meaning, God and have overcome
the banality and Tyrhaysh (Pass Sun, Soul password
16
lighting section) Eagle kills . The sense of freedom and a
new life and finds a tortured soul comes to life. Heracles,
Zeus, Prometheus wits with the spirit of reconciliation.
Heracles man who is pure bliss, and the son of God and
savior hero secret soul. Prometheus is a key area of the
meaning of humanity. The fate of Prometheus, a symbol
of humankind's basic story, the way his innocence of the
animal (unconsciously) with the passage of rationality
(self-awareness) of the efflorescence of life, self-aware
cloud (Olympus) brings.
Two parallel and similar creation myth "of Christianity,
Greek and Jewish descent" will also include all the details
of the descent and ascent.
In the context both of myth, Prometheus and
spiritualists evolution of mankind and the advancement
and promotion to the rank of God's secret, will rise.
559 | Int. J. of Multidisciplinary and Current research, May/June 2014
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In mythology, the Titans defeated the dominant man
(Heracles) of the clause Rhd, but the champions winner
Christian myth to try and attempt to be rid of that man he has the perfect life is really speaking Christ is called
encryption.
Titan Eternity Code - reason, to cause death in
humans - animals are equal in God's image and disruption
in the Christian myth. (37/43 to 63)
This can be interpreted as, when a man dies after
abandoned animals and sensual man, God goes to stage.
4. Ancient Aryan Gods
2-5-1 - Zarvan
Besides "Zorro" and in Persian "Zarvan" means the date
and time and the name of His divine attributes which "the
West" and "God spot" and worthy of praise, worthy of
remembrance and prayer is like California.
Sasanian era, the Zoroastrian sect that existed in the cities
and other nations Nahl, it's called "zurvanistic" is
mentioned. So Zarvan largest Fryd ەwas light and he did
not pray Nineteen ninety-nine to stand up for her son to
come and wish him the platform, with the thought that
maybe it is not. The illusion that he is "evil" emerged
"Hormozd" off of certain universe and both were in the
mother's abdomen. Hormozd closely, but scheming evil to
the mother's abdomen Brdryd before sending it out into
the world Placed. Then Zarvan Hormozd set to "float" on
the priest gave a sign and said to him, "Until I come, I pray
thee, out of this so that you will pray for me. »(22/995 to
997)
The late Achaemenid period, public opinion was
reflected in the changes that emerged was that the gods
Mithras Zarvan over again as a common symbol of the
clergy and the blessing of Jnkavry and power was
enormous. The impact of public opinion on the benefits
of change even finding the Zoroastrian religion in Iran,
and then we can see it. Iranian Zoroastrian deities praised
by many Iranians believe they can not learn. But after he
and the head of the gods and goddess Anahita Ayzdmhr
their religion the way they are. So Ayzdmhr the IndoIranian period, the tasks God bless the plant and is
responsible for part of the Avesta Mhrysht is also
reflected in the fact that the Iranian mythology, the
goddess Venus, the goddess's blessing, we find that the
manufacturer and the farmer's beliefs, opinions on the
impact properties.
Iran's new law, which has been adapted old ideas with
new developments, Zarvan puts at the head of the gods.
His father is one manifestation Hormozd and evil is good
and the other evil. Mithras is also another element of the
interface and judge gods and devils Hormozd interface
with humans and the gods of the earth and judged and
saved the people responsible. According to some
opinions, and Hormozd Zarvan father the Devil, and place
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them on top of her and she has the time and nothing will
appear. Light and darkness, good and evil from him.
In the narrative of evil womb when the mother seeks the
pain and the ugly Zarvan not be satisfied, but then had to
be ruled by their promises and bring her first child into
the world, but as he says, After nine thousand years the
world will reign Hormozd, thus demon Hormozd is too
basic.
Zarvan believed to repel evil and evil must be
redeemed him from raising his evil avoided.
Zarvan religion, "Seal of God" is at the center of power
is so powerful that some of it has even replaced Zarvan.
(12/995 to 997)
According to Spring, a controversial point, it is
noteworthy, that Zarvan God - Father, conceived in her
womb ripped another demon and is out of the way, the
description of the Avesta, the more logical it have been
investigated: the Zarvan mother knows and believes in
God during this period - the mother is.
Minoo (Q VII, paragraph 7 to 9) described this species
as well as the Zarvan "Ormazd the Creator, and to bring
these creatures and their Amshaspandan the clear (=
prayer) made the Zarvan infinite, because the infinite free
Zarvan old age, death, pain, destruction and corruption
plague and no one can ever Bstand him and his job is
open. (33/22)
In fact Zarvan Sasanian Zoroastrian Pahlavi literature,
God is praised time and the time of the creation of the
supernatural creatures of Ormazd start moving again by
the time that they finally end the reign of rape Karan ە
Ahrmn , and all the creatures of Ormazd and Ahriman is
stronger.
Found in texts of old, and the world is Zarvan. The fate
of 17
of mankind is the god of the sky, like a wheel
tons
Zarvan has been recognized that it is sometimes
considered an independent deity have. (7/35)
Ferdowsi also the heaven and heaven is described as:
I was told that some of the meat Andrew wonderful care
of the wheel
(5/47/
27)
Color Yvsht Fryan book reads: "What Zarvan (time) that
one entity to (i) no" (30/47)
According to these traditions, we find that Zarvan is
eternal and existed before Ahura Mazda. The cult Zarvan
can be thought of belief and the practices and procedures
exist and are associated with the ritual.
However, some believe the island, before Zoroaster
existed and some of it comes from the Persian and
Babylonian culture knows. (7/35)
The Sassanid era writings he praised the people of
God that is hard. God as God is eternal essence of time
and place as God, in all His creation is Bykranh Bykranh
but he is not innate. She and Ben are the source material
is great and the whole universe is not self-originating
source of all things, and God after death and God, the
God of order, and the god of darkness and light is destiny.
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Because Zarvan Bykranh to any of His creatures, even the
gods are not discernible.
Avesta (Yasna 30, paragraph 3) of the basic nature and
represents evil overlord named Twin Krdarnd thought and
17
spoke about the same time that God "Svash Immortals,
the West Bank and Zarvan Zman ەeternal [Praise You]
"(Yasna 72, paragraph 10). Frkrd the Vendidad XIX
(paragraphs 13 and 16) also refers to the time that the
West has been praised.
The. Rvdyvs Euemos Rhodios Pupil of Aristotle in the
fourth century BC, the Magi and the whole story of Aryan
(Persian), sometimes axiom of existence and reality and
sometimes time and space "Zarvan" he called the two
gem emerged, the author Another good and evil creator.
Usually the statue (there) to mimic the example of the
18
first things among the Eastern nations valve and the
body that it had learned from Mari embodies and
represents the number of objects when it is added,
indicating that their Sjayay the characters and he still has
not specified limit. (17/53 and 54)
Clay and metal bodies of the eternal mother, the
Sumerian civilization, which is found in the works of
Lorestan bronze objects of the seventh century BC
indicate that God is without bounds. (28/167)
Oh god similarity and likeness are great and one of
Pahlavi literature the Zarvan Zarvan original coordinates,
aspect of his justice. As we read in one of Pahlavi texts
called Ayadgar bozorgmehr, who is the most righteous
Zarvan also feature the character, Oh God, and he is no
longer with the Justice Court of free and slave, to be
treated equally.
Based on divine wisdom (Section 11) and "All things
happen time and providence Aly ەZarvan world whose
existence is eternal rule is a substantive and dependent. »
Elsewhere it is written: "He who has God and the weapon
away wow Hormozd Zarvan and the weapons that can
defeat him by force ... This is the time to act was the
creation of the West Bank was created to be the
consequence of failure is evil, then the eternal immensity
blends. »
Fourth, it is written: "He created the heaven and the
divine destiny of God and is promptly Zarvan. (17/57)
Prof. R. Jalali-Naini quoted. C. Zener Rczaehner Writes his
work called Zener "or dilemmas Zarvan Zoroastrianism"
reached the conclusion that the Sasanian Zoroastrian
religious revisionism led to the Zarvan name may be
removed from Zoroastrian books parent Zarvan
previously Ahura Mazda and Ahriman is known, would
later be considered one of the creatures of Ahura Mazda.
Zener believed: Magi of Asia Minor were consecrated
religious heresies Zoroastrians believe that on the one
hand and the stem and roots were from Babylon, which is
likely to take time to think of Babylon had taken from the
most God, and He shows the planetarium. Zener, the
piece is quoted Shahnam ەFerdowsi says Zarvan
provisions of this section is to outline the story of the six
priests to Zal, Rostam's father Zal to re-examine and
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respond to the following questions: Then read the albino
prince Kzvkhvast asked to speak
Ing up Dell to buy As the famous albino priests
To ask him a few things that Bnhfth speech at the
curtain
Ask a golden albino priest The Tyz·hsh Rahbyn Bekhradi
I saw three of the ten and two trees Ordination is a lush
and pomp
Each one has it on CD horn Not more or less in English
Kai said the priest again proud Taz sharp two-horse
Granmayh
Sea level to conduct a Qar
White crystals of the
hydrated
Both have accelerated Bjnbnd As others have Nyabndh
Si Kahn said Sdygr ride Brgzshtnd where the prince
One is low, the Right Look It was like opening the CD
Bshmry
Kahn said fourth Meadows The nose is full of greenery
and streams
One man with a big sharp sickle is also a great Enduro
Meadows
All wet and leave you stunned apart among talk of hear ...
It is also an albino priest replied:
We ... Reaper Zmanst because Hmansh Nbyrh Hmansh
NIA plant
The young and the old one Nngrd
Ydsh hunting
before, Bshkrd
Such is the world of construction and the
That only
one death from breast Nejad
This, in turn, passes it Overall dawn of time and count ...
(41/120 to 123/1517
to 1578)
In fact, this piece is epic zener observers thought that the
evidence put complete Zarvan it knows that the Pahlavi
texts and authors writing in Syriac and Armenian, and
Greek Anthology has, in his opinion, this piece of video
The "time", God is predominant, without mention of
Ahura Mazda or Ahriman, who is among the priests, the
king's representatives have asked Rostam's father Zal
Here are six questions that project, reply And Zal
answered the questions one by one and Ferdowsi
bringing essential elements of this piece discusses Zarvan
opinion it represents the situation of the house and the
West Bank is interested Darfany Certainly Zarvan.
Day and night, light and darkness, and the time, day,
month and year in which the timeshare interest is West
Arm and Double fortune (sphere), the sphere of good and
bad, sadness and joy into their sphere, and the carpenter
and the God of Death ... All are elements that revolve
around time and fate and destiny of death and the
unknown shores of the time, everyone thought Zayydە
Zarvan Zoroastrian priests all that had an albino
Zoroastrian faith is genuine and what is the time to
express explains that modern Zoroastrianism has long
denied it. (17/66 to 70)
If the twin forces of good and evil, the foundations Zarvan
know, the occasion would be to look at these lines, where
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Ferdowsi in the Tour Down M. says:
Ferris Mrndanm what is believed to Anyone who fails to
save his life
If someone Prvrd years Demi except for her well Nngrd
Cho is safe guy at a time Since then, no doubt invade
Go
The double bed, put flour to dust
Buck Reed is not
afraid of it
(41/77/984 to
987)
One can have an open mind towards philosophy Zarvan
bad time to consider and that is the time or times as the
good Zarvan and the bad, and the good time he and a
Praise up wrath will be like: "Zman  ەvalue" or "grace
period", which was later painted over intellectual history
and myth were true, but in folk belief, and is subject Are:
All good and evil under his command All children under
his care
(41/87/118
4)
Avyst of good and evil, and there is no All Bndganym
and god Ykyst
(41/106/123
7)
Or:
It was written into the metamorphic The command
Nkahd never Fzvd
Ironically, as G. Gordon Frvhsht full Brilliance are all blind
and deaf
(41/89/910 to
911)
Times have changed inscription found Where does that
leave Bbayd
(41/90/
936)
Or at the beginning of Rostam and Sohrab:
If death attorney, what injustice?
The cry and cry so
much that is?
(41/41/5)
So we can conclude from this analysis that the later
Zoroastrian religion, beliefs despite attempts to remove
Zarvan has duality as both good and evil, God will not
deny, but what do people think of the old priestly life
They even had the Zoroastrian religion. The longstanding
belief was so strong that the next cycle will again highlight
a special place for itself opened.
Apart from the philosophical and mythic construction,
and Zarvan Zarvan oriented nature of Ferdowsi not, but
the two basic elements, namely the nature of the "good"
and "evil" can be seen Zarvan all the whole epic On the
basis of these two symbols together will be epic, but
know that Zarvan GATT era, the balance and fade margin
and spread only when the contradictions of class conflict,
especially in the Sassanid era, which is sink to maghami
high and mighty, even the Creator Ahura, are improved.
Religious belief and vision in the next period, the color of
their religious beliefs and rituals and traditions lost and
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the people remained as the time and days later, it was
time to die, it will be remembered is the size of
Ferdowsi's Shahnameh anywhere in the world knows the
fate and divine nature, have at this point is even more
powerful heroes in the power stroke and the effect is
negligible.
According to Qureshi, the mother - God is in western
and southern Asia, the mother of good and evil, light and
darkness, good and evil, and both Indo-European and
Indo-Iranian phenomenon is contrary to the belief that
the "Yanvs" and two procedure rooms " Wow "IndoIranian dual worldview and" Spnth Mynyv and Angrh
Mynyv "was manifested in Zoroastrianism.
But the vision of Indo-European and Indo-Iranian
origin of this phenomenon has not been a single mother,
the Iranian branch of the duality of good and evil Mynyv
Angrh gradually Mazda and knew that the mother was
born. Zoroaster believed to be rejected until after he
opened the Avesta and later took over the title of
"endless" and then enter Mzdysnan foliage new found
beliefs.
Quraish's Vykandr stated, the myth and god Zarvan
time of the Persian tales and stories, the important
element of time is amazing and wonderful. And Zal, father
of Rustam, meaning "old, very old," with a long life, and a
belief in the immortality of his time is as immortal as in R.
Garshasb VAIO symbol of the goddess that she is too old.
(28 / 167 and 168)
After the construction of the myth of time and it can
be assumed that ancient peoples knew Zarvan boys night
time and will cause the numbers that you were calculated
and the life phenomena of decline, and the existence will.
It is night and day Zarvan evil son of God and son Zarvan
clear that this is the opposite of life is night and day in a
place that is no place at night, so the myth of the event of
natural gods think , because this phenomenon has been
occurring outside of human strength and sign of
extraterrestrial force.
2-5-2 - Magus
The word magus, Mrb Mgvsh (sent old) is. Term "Magi" is
used to mean witch, because Mgvsh were skilled in magic
and sorcery and magic gradually became world famous as
the name of the language Greece used to be synonymous
with witchcraft and its followers, the term "magic Magic ,
"And" sorcery Magicien "The Classic English language has
spread to Europe.
Authors ancient Zoroastrian religious leaders,
especially the firewalls guards called Magi.
The Iranian Zoroastrian Magi Magi and Chaldeans who
were differing. In their opinion, the Magi of Chaldea teach
their religion, magic and witchcraft and magic, and the
occult sciences and techniques were also used to have
the reputation. But after philosophy and teachings of
Zoroaster, the Magi of Iran, have not learned the arts of
magic and magicians.
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Magus of the Aryans invaded the ancient Iranian
President indigenous inhabitants who were not religious,
they were strong during the reign of the Medes and the
selected group or sect, but since the turn of the kingdom
to the Persian people of their power and down and the
Zartosht , the Magi were still strong. (17/73 to 77)
Before the king of the Medes, the Magi were the
aboriginal non-Aryan religion of Iran that Aborigines were
Iranian (which is a double-minded, but have faith in the
Resurrection.) (40/61)
Gold's promoters said: "He was a prophet Asbytman
Zradsht son of famous Magus, and the book is brought to
the public to" whisper "is known as the magus named"
Bstah "is. He brought the Zradsht Mhyr Alqvl miracles and
minor events that occurred before the data is sent.
»(31/224)
In fact, the Quran and Islamic traditions are known
and the most resources Magus Book and the Book of the
prophet. In some traditions, the prophet Zoroaster
Moslehi did not know that the approvals reform has been
a Magus.
Not unlikely that the Code Magus, a monotheistic
religion and the divine origins of the next cycle of duality
strayed and superstitions and its teachings are very
colorful and the founder of the religion of Zoroaster in his
later emerged, not Teachings of Magus has raised new
again, so that the old beliefs and the beliefs of his time in
the mix and it has been modified, the new law anymore
Both bin (Ahura Mazda and Ahriman) evil and evil are not
equal to thought the idea was a good contrast.
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the mythology, philosophy and beliefs may have been
reasonable in the same era, such as the myths of life and
death that its interpretation should be given of how
beliefs and religion, it is on the beliefs and style
framework old Shaklh religion and philosophy, it is not
accountable to the ancient belief that rational thought
and the roots of today's more interesting to live this kind
of mythology the gods before the creation of human
beings refers to various forms of could Vkhyr and evil, and
bring and portray the gods in the shape of humans and
other creatures are actually a mythological hero or a devil
and a demon in the literature and myths, customs and life
of a picture of people smoke .
So ancient beliefs change over time lost or gained and
Or similarly, have coordinated their moral values and life
goes on, and sometimes it cannot be rooted and even
geography, but it can be observed that the decision of the
root of the mythology Unity and diversity of creation that
has no ethnic distinction and the more regrettable that
today is the fight or flight.
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